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In 1997 Berend proved a conjecture of Erdo s and Graham by showing that for
every positive integer r there are infinitely many positive integers n with the
property that
ep(1)(n !)#ep(2)(n !)# } } } #ep(r)(n !)#0 mod 2,
where p(1)=2, p(2)=3, p(3)=5, ... is the sequence of primes in ascending order,
and ep(m) denotes the order of the prime p in the prime factorization of the positive
integer m. This article presents conjectures and results for the more complicated
situation where an arbitrary pattern of residues modulo 2 is given.  2001 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1997 Berend [1] proved a conjecture of Erdo s and Graham (cf. [3],
p. 77) by showing that for every positive integer r there are infinitely many
positive integers n with the property that
ep(1)(n!)#ep(2)(n !)# } } } #ep(r)(n !)#0 mod 2, (1)
where p(1)=2, p(2)=3, p(3)=5, ... is the sequence of primes in ascending
order, and ep(m) denotes the order of the prime p in the prime factorization
of the positive integer m. The principal idea behind Berend’s result is that
a pattern
ep(1)(n!), ep(2)(n !), ..., ep(r)(n !) mod 2
which occurs for some n does so with some regularity (and the distance
between successive values of such n is bounded in terms of r). For the
special pattern (1) we have the trivial initial value n=1 to start with, and
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this solves the original problem. Making use of the language of dynamical
systems, Berend was able to prove an even more general statement (cf. [1],
Theorem 2). It is, however, crucial in all these results to have n=1 as
initial value.
For every pattern different from (1) there is no obvious candidate for the
initial value, and here lies the difficulty. Therefore, the most interesting
generalization of Berend’s Theorem 1 asks for infinitely many positive
integers n such that
ep(1)(n !)#=1 mod 2, ..., ep(r)(n !)#=r mod 2 (2)
holds for given residues =j # [0, 1] (or, more generally, for given residues to
an arbitrary modulus). It was recently shown by Chen and Zhu [2] that,
once there is an initial value n solving (2), one can find a rather dense
infinite sequence of such values (as in the special situation (1) studied by
Berend). It is, however, still open if an initial value always exists.
We like to propose a further generalization to an arbitrary set of primes,
which, of course, includes the problem concerning (2).
Conjecture 1. Let p1 , ..., pr be distinct primes, and let =1 , ..., =r # [0, 1].
Then there are infinitely many positive integers n such that
ep1(n !)#=1 mod 2, ..., epr (n !)#=r mod 2. (3)
In the next section we derive an asymptotic formula for the counting
function with regard to the condition ep(n)#= mod 2.
Theorem 1. Let p be a prime, and let = # [0, 1]. Then
Ep, =(N ) :=|[0n<N : ep(n !)#= mod 2]|
satisfies for all positive integers N
}Ep, =(N )&12 N }
3p
2
N12.
It is easily seen from the proof of Theorem 1 that the error term is best
possible with respect to N (cf. Remark 1).
Assuming that the sets whose cardinalities are counted by Epj , =j (N )
behave independently for different primes pj and integers =j # [0, 1]
( j=1, ..., r), Theorem 1 implies an asymptotic formula which sharpens
Conjecture 1.
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Conjecture 2. Let p1 , ..., pr be distinct primes, and let =1 , ..., =r # [0, 1].
Then we have asymptotically
|[0n<N : epj (n!)#=j mod 2 (1 jr]|t(
1
2)
r N
for N  .
By Theorem 1 we have verified Conjecture 2 for the case r=1.
In Section 3 we show that Conjecture 1 holds for r=2.
Theorem 2. Let p and q be distinct primes, and let $, = # [0, 1]. Then
there are infinitely many positive integers n such that
ep(n !)#$ mod 2, eq(n !)#= mod 2. (4)
Here it becomes obvious from the proof that the counting function of
positive integers n satisfying (4) has positive density.
The final section of this article is dedicated to Conjecture 1 for general r.
Theorem 3. Let p1<p2< } } } <pr be primes satisfying
(i) 2p1<p2 or 2prp21 ;
(ii) 4pj<pj+1 or (3pj<pj+1 and 2prp2j ) for j=2, ..., r&1.
Let =1 , ..., =r # [0, 1]. Then there are infinitely many positive integers n such
that
ep1(n !)#=1 mod 2, ..., epr (n !)#=r mod 2. (5)
2. THE COUNTING FUNCTION
Lemma 1. Let p be a prime, and let the non-negative integer n have the
p-adic expansion n=ns ps+ } } } +n1 p+n0 with p-adic digits 0nj<p for
0 js. Then
ep(n !)#{
:
j1
nj mod 2 for p=2,
:
2 |% j
nj mod 2 for p{2.
Proof. It is well known that
ep(n !)=
n&Sp(n)
p&1
,
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where Sp(n) denotes the sum of the p-adic digits of n. Hence
ep(n !)= :
s
j=1
nj ( p j&1+ p j&2+ } } } + p+1),
and this implies the stated formula.
In the sequel we use the notation 0 :=1 and 1 :=0.
Lemma 2. Let r and U be non-negative integers with 2 |% U, and let
= # [0, 1]. Then
A(r, U, =) := }{(nr , ..., n0) # Zr+1 : 0nj<U (0 jr); :
r
j=0
nj #= mod 2=}
satisfies
A(r, U, =)= 12 (U
r+1+(&1)=).
Proof. We clearly have
A(r, U, 0)+A(r, U, 1)=U r+1. (6)
It is also easy to see that
A(r, U, 0)&A(r, U, 1)= :
U&1
n0=0
} } } :
U&1
nr=0
(&1)n0+n1+ } } } +nr (7)
=\ :
U&1
n=0
(&1)n+
r+1
=1,
since 2 |% U. From (6) and (7), Lemma 2 follows immediately.
Lemma 3. Let r0, U>0 and T0 be integers with 2 | U, and let
= # [0, 1]. Then
C(r, U, T, =) := }{(nr , ..., n0) # Zr+1 : 0nj<U (0 j<r);
0nr<T; :
r
j=1
nj #= mod 2=}
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satisfies
C(r, U, T, =)= 12TU
r+ 12 (&1)
= R,
where
R={
T
0
U
0
for r=0,
for r=1, 2 | T,
for r=1, 2 |% T,
for r2.
Proof. We apparently have
C(r, U, T, 0)+C(r, U, T, 1)=TU r
and
C(r, U, T, 0)&C(r, U, T, 1)= :
U&1
n0=0
} } } :
U&1
nr&1=0
:
T&1
nr=0
(&1)n0+n1+ } } } +nr
=\ :
U&1
n=0
(&1)n+
r
:
T&1
n=0
(&1)n=0,
since 2 | U. From these two equations, we obain Lemma 3 by distinguishing
cases.
Lemma 4. Let r, U and T be non-negative integers with 2 |% U, and let
= # [0, 1]. Then
B(r, U, T, =) := }{(nr , ..., n0) # Zr+1 : 0nj<U (0 j<r);
0nr<T; :
2 |% j
n j #= mod 2=}
satisfies
B(r, U, T, =)= 12TU
r+ 12 (&1)
= R,
where
TU r2 for 2 | r,
R={0 for 2 |% r, 2 | T,U (r+1)2 for 2 |% r, 2 |% T.
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Proof. As before, we immediately have
B(r, U, T, 0)+B(r, U, T, 1)=TU r (8)
and
B :=B(r, U, T, 0)&B(r, U, T, 1)= :
U&1
n0=0
} } } :
U&1
nr&1=0
:
T&1
nr=0
(&1)2 |% j nj. (9)
Case 1: 2 | r. Then we have
B= :
U&1
n1=0
:
U&1
n3=0
} } } :
U&1
nr&1=0
(&1)n1+n3+ } } } +nr&1 :
U&1
n0=0
:
U&1
n2=0
} } } :
U&1
nr&2=0
:
T&1
nr=0
1
=\ :
U&1
n=0
(&1)n+
r2
U r2T=TU r2,
since 2 |% U, and the desired result follows by virtue of (8) and (9).
Case 2: 2 |% r. Now we obtain
B= :
U&1
n1=0
:
U&1
n3=0
} } } :
U&1
nr&2=0
:
T&1
nr=0
(&1)n1+n3+ } } } +nr :
U&1
n0=0
:
U&1
n2=0
... :
U&1
nr&1=0
1
=\ :
U&1
n=0
(&1)n+
(r&1)2
:
T&1
n=0
(&1)n } U (r+1)2
={0U (r+1)2
for 2 | T,
for 2 |% T,
since 2 |% U. By use of (8) and (9), this completes the proof of Lemma 4.
Proof of Theorem 1. We define Ep, =(N, M) :=Ep, =(N)&Ep, =(M ) for
integers NM0. Let N=Ns ps+ } } } +N1 p+N0 be the p-adic expansion
of N. Originating from the disjoint union of the corresponding sets, we
immediately have
Ep, =(N)= :
s
k=0
Ep, =(Ns ps+ } } } +Ns&k ps&k, Ns ps+ } } } +Ns&k+1 ps&k+1),
(10)
where the empty sum occurring for k=0 is considered to be 0.
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For odd p and fixed k we obtain with Lemma 1
Ep, =(Ns ps+ } } } +Ns&k ps&k, Ns ps+ } } } +Ns&k+1 ps&k+1)
=|[n=Ns ps+ } } } +Ns&k+1 ps&k+1+ns&k ps&k+ } } } +n1 p+n0 :
0ns&k& j<p (1 js&k); 0ns&k<Ns&k ;
ep(n !)#= mod 2]|
= }{(ns&k , ..., n0): 0ns&k& j<p(1 js&k); 0ns&k<Ns&k ;
:
2 |% j
nj+ :
2 |% j
j>s&k
Nj#= mod 2=}
= }{(ns&k , ..., n0): 0nj<p (0 j<s&k); 0ns&k<Ns&k ;
:
2 |% j
nj#=+ :
2 |% j
j>s&k
Nj mod 2=} .
It follows from Lemma 4 that
Ep, =(Ns ps+ } } } +Ns&k ps&k, Ns ps+ } } } +Ns&k+1 ps&k+1)
= 12Ns&k p
s&k+ 12 (&1)
=k Rk ,
where
=k#=+ :
2 |% j
j>s&k
Nj mod 2
and
Ns&k p(s&k)2 for 2 | (s&k),
Rk={0 for 2 |% (s&k), 2 | Ns&k ,p(s&k+1)2 for 2 |% (s&k), 2 |% Ns&k .
Hence (10) implies
Ep, =(N )= :
s
k=0
1
2 (Ns&k p
s&k+(&1)=k Rk)= 12N+
1
2 :
s
k=0
(&1)=k Rk . (11)
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Since Ns&k<p for all k, we have
Rkmax[Ns&k p(s&k)2, p(s&k+1)2]<p(s&k+2)2.
With p3 and psN, this yields
} :
s
k=0
(&1)=k Rk }< :
s
k=0
p(s&k+2)2= p(s+2)2 :
s
k=0
p&k2
<p(s+2)2 :

k=0
3&k2<3p(s+2)23pN 12.
With (11) the desired result follows for all p>2.
We are left with the case p=2. Similar to the above, Lemma 1 yields
E2, =(Ns2s+ } } } +Ns&k 2s&k, Ns2s+ } } } +Ns&k+12s&k+1)
= }{(ns&k , ..., n0): 0nj<2 (0 j<s&k); 0ns&k<Ns&k ;
:
s&k
j=1
nj #=+ :
j>s&k
Nj mod 2=} .
From Lemma 3, we obtain
E2, =(Ns 2s+ } } } +Ns&k2s&k, Ns2s+ } } } +Ns&k+12s&k+1)
= 12Ns&k 2
s&k+ 12 (&1)
=$k R$k ,
where
=$k#=+ :
j>s&k
Nj mod 2
and
R$k={
N0
0
2
0
for k=s,
for k=s&1, N1=0,
for k=s&1, N1=1,
for ks&2.
Now (10) implies
E2, =(N)= :
s
k=0
1
2 (Ns&k 2
s&k+(&1)=$k R$k)= 12N+
1
2 :
s
k=0
(&1)=$k R$k .
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By definition of R$k , and since N01, we have
} :
s
k=0
(&1)=$k R$k }2+N03,
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 1. The error term in Theorem 1 is best possible with respect to
N for the following reason: All of the summands on the right hand side of
(11) have the same sign if all the Nj with odd j are even, and the summand
R0 has the value R0=Ns ps2 for 2 | s. Since Ns psN<(Ns+1) ps, we
obtain
R0>
Ns
- Ns+1
N s2.
3. PROOF OF CONJECTURE 1 FOR TWO PRIMES
Lemma 5. Let p be a prime, and let = # [0, 1] be such that ep((kp2)!)#=
mod 2 for some non-negative integer k. Then we have for all 0l<p and
0m<p
ep((kp2+lp+m)!)#{= mod 2= mod 2
for 2 | l,
for 2 |% l.
Proof. Let kp2 have the p-adic expansion as ps+ } } } +a1 p+a0 , hence
a1=a0=0. Consequently
kp2+lp+m=as ps+ } } } +a2 p2+lp+m.
By Lemma 1, we have for p3
=#ep((kp2)!)# :
2 |% j
aj mod 2,
and thus
ep((kp2+lp+m)!)#l+ :
2 |% j
aj #l+= mod 2.
This implies the desired formula. In case p=2, we have
=#e2((4k)!)# :
j1
aj mod 2,
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which implies
e2((4k+2l+m)!)#l+ :
j1
a j #l+= mod 2,
and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2. We may assume without loss of generality that
2p<q. Since p and q are coprime, it is an easy consequence of the theory
of linear diophantine equations that there exist two positive integers k0 and
l0 such that k0 q2+q=l0 p2. This implies the equation kq2+q=lp2 for all
k=kt :=k0+ p2t and l=lt :=l0+q2t (t=0, 1, 2, ...). We define nt :=kt q2
+q=lt p2. Let $t :#ep(nt !) mod 2, +t :#ep((nt& p)!) mod 2 and =t :#
eq(nt !) mod 2. By Lemma 5 we have
ep(n !)#{$t mod 2$ t mod 2
for ntn<nt+p,
for nt+pn<nt+2p,
ep(n !)#{+t mod 2+ t mod 2
for nt&pn<nt ,
for nt&2pn<nt&p,
and
eq(n !)#{=t mod 2= t mod 2
for ntn<nt+q,
for nt&qn<nt .
Since q>p by assumption, we obtain coordinatewise
(ep(n !), eq(n !))#{
($t , =t) mod 2
($ t , =t) mod 2
(+t , = t) mod 2
(+ t , = t) mod 2
for n=nt ,
for n=nt+p,
for n=nt&p,
for n=nt&p&1.
This shows in particular that the interval
I(t) :=[nt& p&1, nt+ p][(k0+ p2t) q2, (k0+1+ p2t) q2]
contains an integer n satisfying (4), and this is true for each t0. For
different values of t the intervals I(t) are pairwise disjoint, which proves
Theorem 2.
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4. CONJECTURE 1 FOR ARBITRARILY MANY PRIMES
For a positive integer n we call a function f: N0  [0, 1] weakly
n-alternating if the following two conditions hold:
(i) f (tn)= f (tn+k) for all t # N0 and all 0k<n;
(ii) f ((t&1) n){ f (tn) for all positive integers t with n |% t.
The image of a weakly n-alternating function consists of constant blocks of
lengths n with at most two equal blocks in succession. Let n1 , ..., nr be dis-
tinct positive integers, and let fj : N0  [0, 1] be weakly nj -alternating
functions for j=1, ..., r. Let =1 , ..., =r # [0, 1]. We define
Mf1 , ..., fr (=1 , ..., =r)=min[n # N0 : f j (n)== j ( j=1, ..., r)]
and
Mf1 , ..., fr= max=1 , ..., =r # [0, 1]
Mf1 , ..., fr (=1 , ..., =r),
where Mf1 , ..., fr (=1 , ..., =r) := or Mf1 , ..., fr :=, respectively, if there is no
suitable n.
Lemma 6. Let 2n1<n2< } } } <nr be integers satisfying
(i) 2n1<n2 or 2nrn21 ;
(ii) 4nj<nj+1 or (3nj<nj+1 and 2nrn2j ) for j=2, ..., r&1.
Let fj : N0  [0, 1] be weakly nj -alternating functions for j=1, ..., r. Then
Mf1 , ..., fr<2nr .
Proof. For r=1 we trivially have Mn1=n1<2n1 . Therefore, let r2,
and let =1 , ..., =r # [0, 1] be given arbitrarily. For integers a<b we call
[a, b) :=[a, a+1, ..., b&1] an interval. Since fr is weakly nr -alternating,
we may choose the interval Ir=[0, nr) or Ir=[nr , 2nr) such that fr (n)==r
for n # Ir . Assume that we have for some j (2 j<r) a chain Ir $Ir&1 $
} } } $Ij+1 of intervals satisfying |Ik |=nk and fk (n)==k for n # Ik
(k= j+1, ..., r). We now define Ij with the same properties by distinguishing
two cases according to condition (ii).
Case 1: 4nj<nj+1 . In this case I j+1 contains three intervals
I (1)j =[tn j , (t+1) nj), I
(2)
j =[(t+1) nj , (t+2) nj),
I (3)j =[(t+2) nj , (t+3) n j)
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for some integer t0. Since fj is weakly nj -alternating, we have fj (n)==j
for at least one l # [1, 2, 3] and all n # I (l )j . We put Ij :=I
(l )
j .
Case 2: 3nj<nj+1 and 2nrn2j . In this situation Ij+1 contains two
intervals
I (1)j =[tn j , (t+1) nj), I
(2)
j =[(t+1) n j , (t+2) n j)
for some integer t0. We have I (2)j I j+1 Ir , hence (t+2) n j2nrn
2
j .
Since fj is weakly nj -alternating, it follows that fj (n)==j for exactly one
l # [1, 2] and all n # I (l)j . We put Ij :=I
(l )
j .
Therefore, we obtain by induction intervals Ir $Ir&1 $ } } } $I2 satisfy-
ing |Ik |=nk and fk (n)==k for n # Ik (k=2, ..., r).
Finally, we have by condition (i) that 2n1<n2 or 2nrn21 . If 2n1<n2
then there is some n0 # I2 such that f1(n0)==1 , because f1 is weakly
n1 -alternating. If 2nrn21 we have for I2=[a, b), say, that b2nrn
2
1 .
Since |I2|=n2>n1 and since f1 is weakly n1 -alternating, we can find an
n0 # I2 such that f1(n0)==1 .
Altogether, it follows that fj (n0)==j ( j=1, ..., r), because n0 # I2 & I3 &
} } } & Ir . In particular, n0<2nr . Since this is true for an arbitrary choice of
=1 , ..., =r , the lemma is proven.
Proof of Theorem 3. For each integer t0, let Nt :=t( p1 } } } pr)2. Then,
by Lemma 5, the function f (t)j : N0  [0, 1] defined by
f (t)j (n): #epj ((Nt+n)!) mod 2
is weakly pj -alternating for each t0 and j=1, ..., r. Lemma 6 implies that
for every t there is a non-negative integer nt<2pr such that
epj ((Nt+nt)!)= f
(t)
j (nt)#=j mod 2 ( j=1, ..., r).
Since the sequence (Nt+nt)t0 is strictly increasing, we have completed
the proof of Theorem 3.
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